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The observation of cognitive behavior in multimodal resource-rich immersive fictional worlds such as in RPGs helps to clarify
the relation between multimodality, abductive inference and iconic semiosis, and addresses how the interaction of several
systems of signs constructs the environment in which human mind develops.
In RPGs, multimodal resource-rich problem-solving seems to be due to the capacity
of iconic signs to restructure the problem space in which abductions are performed.
Can this serve as a model for semiosis in the wild?

Semiosis in the wild
In the everyday “real world” experience, cognition operates not in monomodal highlystructured environments but in multimodal resource-rich cognitive niches.

Fig. 1. In the everyday “realworld” experience, we
constantly recruit different types
of signs to solve problems – well
structured or not. Multimodality
is ubiquitous.

Icon & abduction
The concepts of iconic semiosis and abductive inference, as developed by C. S.
Peirce, characterize a type of reasoning that acknowledges fallibility and vagueness,
as well as the distribution of cognition in the material features of signs in the external
world. They provide a consistent theoretical frame for the analysis of the interplay of
different systems of signs in cognition (multimodality).
Peirce defined semiosis as an
irreducible triadic relation in which a
sign (S) stands for an (O) to an
interpretant (I). Differences in the
relative dependence between the three
terms generate a classification in
different types of signs.
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Table 2. Abduction...
(i) is essentially vague
and conjectural
(ii) due to this
conjectural character,
it is an ubiquitous type
of reasoning.
(iii) It is also highly
dependent on the
perceptual and
material qualities of
signs.

The material of play function as signs (S) that
materialize aspects of the fictional dimension (O),
producing its effects on the players (I). As a semiotic
process, this relation can be classified in terms of
the types of signs and inferences outlined above.

Among different types of games, RPGs possess a particular structure of connection
between S-O-I that favors the investigation of semiosis in the wild. In an RPG, the
formal structure (O) is replaced by the fictional dimension, that cannot be completely
materialized in any material of play (S). Thus, the possibility remains open for new
types of sign (S) to reveal new unexpected aspects about the fictional dimension (O)
and result in new unexpected possibilities for in-game action (I).
Fig 3. In a regular puzzle game, a
formal structure rigidly regulates the
possible states and interactions of
the signs. The material then
constrains the player, which selects
an optimal move between those
available. Manipulation upon the
material doesn't change what the
material can perform.
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Fig. 4. A regular puzzle game (Tower of Hanoi) –
frequently used in problems-solving experiments – is
a monomodal highly-structured environment. A formal
structure of rules and objectives defines possible
moves for each game state. The task of the player is
to select the best possible pre-existent moves.
Fig. 5. In an RPG, the formal structure
has been replaced by a vague fictional
dimension that only loosely constrains the
material. The signs can reveal new
aspects of the fictional dimension, so that
manipulation and selection upon the
material may change what the material
stands for in the game. The act of play
involves the restructuring of the problem
space .
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Fig 6. An RPG session typically
involves the simultaneous use of
several systems of signs that allow
and frame the interaction of the
players in a shared fictional
dimension. Players alternate
representational resources in a
multimodal environment, creating
new possibilities of in-game action

→How does online problem-solving depend on the online manipulation of signs?
→How does abduction in problem-solving tasks depend on the restructuring of the
problem-space?
→How do RPG players depend on the systems of signs for solving problems ingame?
→How does multimodality changes the nature of problem-solving in RPGs?
→In which situations do players recur to multiple systems of signs? What advantages
does this bring to in-game problem solving?
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Why role-playing games?

Discussion and investigation

Role-playing Games (RPGs)
In an RPG, various players interact in a shared
fictional dimension (fictional narrative, fictional
characters, fictional setting...) through manipulation
of game materials (speech, gestures, graphical
diagrams, illustrations, boards and pieces, dice...).

Games function as a general model for studying human action and decision-making.
A game has a formal structure composed of an initial state, an end state, and all the
intermediate states necessary to go from the initial to the end state without breaking
the games' rules. The formal structure must be materialized through some material
whose manipulation is the act itself of playing the game. This relation can be thought
of as an S-O-I triad in which S is the game material, O is the formal structure and I is
the act play itself. The advantages of using a game as a model involves the easiness
to reproduce experiments, observe purposeful actions and control some variables
involved in the problem solving process.

Fig. 2. Semiosis is
the irreducible triadic
relation between a
sign, an object and
an interpretant
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